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A re Islamic ethics incompatible with the spirit of a rationalcapitalism? This is an old question, but is assuming a new relevanceespecially with the new Islamic revivalism which is sweeping across
the M u s l i m societies. It was f irs t Weber who put forward the
" incompat ib i l i ty thesis". He argued tha t whi le Protestantism (with its
emphasis on hard work, d i s c ip l ine , honesty, asceticism, th r i f t and
abstinence) provided ethics which corresponded to the spirit of rational
capitalist enterprise, the eastern religions, including Islam, failed to do so.
The e t h i c s of Islam laid down (e.g. its th i s -wor ld l iness , s implici ty of
religious requirements, its notion of sin, its ideal personality type, its
advocacy of luxury and consumption) made it fit more as a religion of
feudalism.
Others (e.g. Maxime Rodinson and Samir Amin) , rejecting Weber's
formulation, have argued that Islamic principles are in fact compatible with
a cap i ta l i s t economy and t h a t the economic backwardness of Muslim
countries must be accounted for by other factors (colonialism).
This paper argues tha t both Weber and his critics do not make a distinction
between Islamic doctrine and tha t which acted as the ideology of the
caliphates. On the other hand, the authors fail to account for the Islamic
work ethic as a s ign i f i can t factor in f luenc ing the economic rationale of a
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Muslim society. How, in essence, did Islamic doctrine advocate work?
What did characterize the work ideology in Islam? What were the values
attached to poverty, accumulation o/ wealth, economic asceticism, hard
work or leisure and spending? What were the roles of the Islamic notions of
sin and salvation, freedom and pre-destination on work?
The paper discusses the Islamic work ethic drawing on a detailed
examination of the two f u n d a m e n t a l sources of the Islamic doctrines: the
Qur'an and the Prophet's Sunnah. The work ethos advocated in these texts
seems to be a synthesis of the pre-Islamic values attached to labour in
Arabia and the fundamental moral principles of Islam in general, i.e. values
attributed to poverty and wealth, saving and accumulation, orientation to
this or the other world, free-will and pre-destination, and self-reliance and
dependence. It is concluded that , un l ike Protestantism, Islam encourages
moderation in working, as well as in generating wealth (a moderate working
man and a moderate businessman). None of these tasks are considered holy
duties for the sake of themselves or for the glory of God. Far from being a
'calling' or worship, in the Islamic doctrine work is viewed as a mundane
concern, a necessary means to f u l f i l certain material and this-worldly needs.
In this sense, Islam offers a ' t radi t ional ' work ethic. Such a t t i tudes on work
do not seem to be compatible w i t h the spirit of a rationalized capitalist
enterprise. But the question is to what extent the work ethos laid down by
the Qur'an and the Sunnah are internalised and practised by ordinary Muslim
individuals.
1. Introduction
Are Islamic ethics incompatible with the spirit of rational capitalism? This
old question has assumed new relevance, especially given the present-day
momentum of Islamic revivalism and ' fundamental ism' which is sweeping
Mus l im societies It is well known that it was Max Weber who first
sys t ema t i ca l ly establ ished a theoretical l i n k between religious ethos and
economic development. While Protestantism served the emergence of
capitalism in the West, eastern religions, especially Islam, failed to do so.
Weber argued that the Protestant Reformation, especially Calvinism, was
based upon an ethic which corresponded to the spirit of capitalism in the
West. A rationalised capital ist ic enterprise, according to Weber, required a
disciplined labour force and regularised capital investment. Such a labour
force was needed to perceive work not merely as a way to satisfy certain
material needs, but as work for the sake of i tself , as a moral duty . The
businessman, on the other hand, was to be the one who would seek profit
from c a p i t a l i s t i c enterpr ises not s imply to satisfy his day-to-day needs,
buying certain material comfort, power or social position; rather, profit
would be sought for the sake of reinvestment, to generate more profit and
for the purpose of acquisition of wealth and accumulation.
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Weber maintained that the Puritan sect of Calvinism, by emphasizing
'this-worldly asceticism', cultivated an ethic which ult imately served to
promote the spirit of capitalism. The notion of 'calling' was central to
Protestantism. It referred to the idea that the individual was to fulfil his/her
moral obligation in this present world. Protestantism was a religion of
salvation. Accordingly, an indiv idual could redeem himself from eternal sin
and damnation, at least psychologically, by f u l f i l l i n g his moral obligations
in this world, which meant adhering to asceticism, self-discipline, hard work
and honesty. And these ethics were exactly what a rational and modern
capi ta l is t enterprise required. Weber seems to view this as a partial
explanation for the emergence of modern capitalism in the West '.
In the Orient, however, economic development took a different direction.
Modern capitalism did not emerge in the eastern countries, partly because
the ethics attached to the eastern religions, such as Confucianism, Judaism
and Hinduism, were incompatible wi th the spirit of European capitalism 2.
Islamic societies were no exception.
According to Weber, the ul t imate elements of the Islamic economic ethic
were not cap i t a l i s t i c , but "purely feudal" 3. Weber provides several pieces
of evidence for th i s . First, whereas the "ideal personality type" in the
Protestant ethic was the "economic man", in Islam it was the "warrior".
Islam was the religion of the warrior class, as it benefitted from the
acquisi t ion of religious t r ibute . Secondly, un l ike Pur i tanism, Islam
advocated the usage and consumption of weal th , not only on life's
necessities, but even on pleasure and luxuries. Thirdly, Islam was never a
religion of salvation. Human beings were able to fu l f i l their obligations in
this world wi thou t resorting to asceticism, hardship and self-deprivation,
since Islam, according to Weber, is characterized by "the great simplicity of
religious requirements and even greater s impl ic i ty of the modest ethical
requirements" 4. Its notion of sin f i ts into a feudal character. Sin was "a
composite of r i t u a l impur i ty" , "ri tual sacrilege" and disobedience to the
positive in junct ions of the Prophet.
The final reason is a political one. For centuries, Musl im homelands had
been dominated by a system of "patrimonial bureaucracy", or "sultanism", in
which autonomy had l i t t l e place in civil society. For instance, these
societies lacked a tradition of systematic formal law. Shari'a was to be
interpreted by the Qadi (Musl im judge), who often served the interest of the
patrimonial rulers.
Some writers such as Bryan Turner and Maxime Rodinson have critically
taken up the way in which Weber has treated Islam 5. Turner has suggested
that , of the reasofls given by Weber to demonstrate the incompatibility of
Islam wi th capitalism, only the last one, the "sultanism" or "patrimonialism"
thesis, is correct. Rodinson, however, has to ta l ly rejected Weber's
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contention, arguing instead that, unlike some other religions which
"discourage economic activity in general, counselling their followers to rely
on God to provide them with their daily bread", Islam "looks with favour -r
upon commercial activity" 6. Explanation for any economic backwardness
in Muslim countries can be found rather by examining the external factors,
especially the impact of colonialism.
l
Each of these rather contradictory accounts offers interesting insights into
the study of Islam and economic development: Weber's emphasis on the <j*
cu l tu ra l and ideological (i.e. Islamic ethics) impact on the economic
organisation (i.e. rational capitalism); Turner's focus on the Weberian notion
of "sultanism" and "despotism" to account for the economic backwardness
in Middle Eastern countries; and Rodmson's consideration of the 'external'
factors in economic development.
But in considering the role of Islam with regard to rational capitalism, the
above authors tend to neglect two issues. First, they make little distinction
between the Islam which was prescribed in the Qur'an and the Prophet's
Sunnah (tradition) and the one which acted as the ideology of the Caliphates
and kings in the Arab world and the Islamic empire in the post-Muhammad
era. After all, one can trace many contradictions between the two aspects of
Islam. Secondly, the authors fail to account for the Islamic work ethic as a
significant factor inf luencing the economic rationale of Muslim society.
How, in essence, did Islamic doctrine advocate work? What characterized
the work ideology in Islam'.' What were the values attached to poverty,
accumulation of wealth, economic asceticism, hard work or leisure and
spending? What role did the Islamic notions of sin and salvation, freedom
and pre-destination play in work? <
The purpose of this essay is to explore the ethic of work in Islam by
addressing the above questions, drawing on the injunctions of the Qur'an
and the Hadith, the two fundamental sources of Islamic doctrine 7. The
study is carried out w i t h the conviction that the work ideology plays a
crucial role in the economic performance of any given society. Islamic
ethics relating to work are explored in comparison with Weber's Protestant
ethic. Here, I draw my analysis of the work ethic exclusively from the *•
Qur'an and Ahadith, leaving aside different interpretations and modifications
that later Musl ims might have made. More precisely, I shall leave two
important and relevant questions for separate treatment: firstly, has the work
ethic laid down in the Qur'an and Sunnah altered over time by different
interpreters or Islamic theologians and to what extent has the work ideology 1
in Islamic theory been internalised and practised by Muslims? Secondly,
has it been replaced by a different ethos - those values which are more
compatible with the rationale of the new economic systems?
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2. Forms of Work Ideology
A work ethic or an ideology is a composite of ideas and assumptions about
why work is done, why people believe that it should be done or how they
have been persuaded that it should be done 8. This implies that there is more
than one ideology of work originating in the complex set of value systems,
as well as historical exigencies.
For the ancient Greeks, manual work was simply a curse, a punishment, as it
was for the Romans, who were influenced by Greek culture. Similarly,
Judaism condemned hard, manual work and valued intel lectual labour.
Indeed, the ideal personality of Judaism was a 'scholar'.
Up to the time of Luther and the early development of capitalism, work was
seen as being without intrinsic value, "simply an instrument of purification,
chanty and expiation" 9. However, it was in the Protestant ethic that all
distinctions between religious piety and worldly act ivi ty were swept aside.
The Calvinist ideology of work was the foundation of modern factory
discipline. Original ly and at the ethical level, what underlay the Puritan
work ethic, according to Weber, was the Calvinist notion of pre-destination.
Since man, according to th is notion, is unaware of his pre-ordained destiny,
he suffers from uncertainty and a n x i e t y . To remedy such anxiety, he is
advocated to engage in good deeds, hard work, discipline and honesty.
The Protestant ethic thus perceived work not as a means of satisfying the
day-to-day material needs advocated by the 'traditional' ideology of work,
but as an essential moral and religious duty, a 'vocation' or 'calling'. Work,
hard work, was to be carried out not for enjoyment and self-satisfaction, but
as a sign of religious asceticism, self-deprivation, abstinence and thrift. It
was a duty for "the glory of God and the preservation of the individual's
soul", the refutation of which would have a divine sanction, an eternal
damnation. Thus, idleness, begging and l iv ing on other people's account
were abhorred. In short, the main features of work in the Puritan doctrines
were: work not out of necessity, but as an end in i t s e l f , a moral duty;
perform hard work to achieve religious asceticism; d isc ip l ined , regularised
and sys temat ic work was the d u t y of the obedient and conscientious
workman; and the imposition of divine sanction against those who disregard
these ethics.
The Puritan ethic of work concerned ideas not just about the act of working,
but also about what one does with the f rui ts of one's labour (one's own or
those of others). Thus, not only was the traditional idea of working merely
to earn one's livelihood rejected, but so too was the idea of investment with
the aim of making money to consume and buy material comfort, power and
pleasure, discarded. Rather, wealth should be invested for the accumulation
of more wealth, and not idly spent.
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West. First, the official doctrine which emphasized the effort for "calling,
abstinence and thr i f t " 1 0 ; and secondly, the radical (i.e. socialist and
communist) work ideology. The radical doctrine stressed the total negation
of self-indulgence by advocating the abolition of private property - an
advocacy going beyond the capital is t restraint on personal expenditure.
Similar to the capital is t ic ideology, the radical doctrines also placed
emphasis on the ascendancy of rational economic calculation. Finally, they
put an extreme emphasis on the primacy of work to the extent of idealizing
the worker ". Thus, while the Protestant ethic of work represented a real
historical break from the 'traditional' work ideology, that of subsequent
radical doctrines (socialism and communism) did not depart much from the
Protestant work ethic. This work ethic is believed to more or less prevail in
today's Western world Bui does a separate Islamic work ethic exist and, if
so, how does it differ from t h a t of Protestantism?
3. The Islamic Work Ethic in Contetnporary Literature
With the emergence of' Islamic revivalism in Muslim countries in recent
years, the examinat ion of ' Islamic economics' has assumed unprecedented
momentum. With in this context, a growing hotly of l i terature has dealt with
the notion of 'work' as a fundamental concept in the theory of the 'Islamic-
economy' l2. By discussing writers from different Muslim and non-Muslim
countries (Egypt, Saudia Arabia, Iran and the USA), I would argue that the
issue of the work ethic in Islam has largely been misinterpreted, primarily
because its interpretat ions are based upon a li teral (mis)reading of a number
of Qur'anic verses and Ahadith, rather than synthesized from a holistic
analysis of the spirit of the Islamic doctrine in its totality.
The l i terature seems to advance an undeclared a rgument against the
(unmentioned) schools of Marxism, as well as the Weberian interpretation
of Islam and its relation to economic development. Taken together, four
basic themes prevail : the Is lamic work ideology is l iberat ing; labour in
general is praised and valued h igh ly in Islam; work in Islam has an
essent ia l ly holy existence - i t is regarded as worship and Jihad, or holy war;
and hard work and d i sc ip l ine are specially encouraged.
Ibrahim El-Ne'mah, a Saudi writer , in his Work and Workers in the Islamic
Thought, argues that, "Over the centuries when Islam was flourishing in the
East, the working class enjoyed its complete rights - the rights which were
unknown to Europe except in imagination" '3. The author aims "to reveal to
man what Islam offered to the worker: a free, respectful life and a feeling of
dignity worth ten times what all the other systems in the world could
a t t a i n " ' 4 . Work in Islam is perceived as the Sunnat al-Hayat, the law of
existence, the path of salvation in t h i s and the next world" 1<i.
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In Islam, according to Al-Ne'mah, work is a gift of God. It is so strongly
recommended by God that even the Friday prayer, which involves a highly
respectable and virtuous act iv i ty , "should not prevent Muslims from
working" '«. Hard work, Ne'mah argues, is a virtue in Islam. The Prophet
Muhammad himself, he points out, worked as a merchant in other people's
businesses, and most of his disciples worked as manual and craft labourers,
as tailors, carpenters and butchers.
Some Islamic commentators hold the idea that Islam regards work as Jihad
(holy war) and workers as MujahiJin, who fight to spread the word of God
on earth '7. They tend to base this notion on a Hadith from the Prophet.
According to this Hadith, his disciples saw a very energetic man working.
They asked the Prophet: "Would it be better if he devoted his energy for the
sake of God?" The Prophet replied: "If he is working to earn a l iving for
young children, for old parents or earning his own living, it is [like a Jihad]
for the sake of God. [ B u t ] if he is only going out to show off, it is for the
sake of the devil" '8.
On the other hand, the Islamic commentators invariably believe that Islam
treats work as worship. According to Ismail Al-Faruqi, work in Islam "is
not only honourable, it is worship" 1<J. The ritual of worship, he goes on,
"includes work in any legit imate field whose purpose is providing for
oneself, one's family, kin and the whole of society" 2(). The same suggestion
is made also by Ayyad and Ibrahim Al-Ne'mah 21. A number of Ahadith
serve to subs tan t i a te t h i s conclusion: (a) "If the last hour strikes and finds
you," the Prophet is cited to have said, "holding a nurseling in your hand, go
ahead and plant it"; (b) "There is no better or nobler food than that which is
provided by the work of one's own hand"22; (c) "One day the Prophet's
disciples praised a man who was praying earnestly. The Prophet asked them
who supported the man. They answered that they all did. The Prophet
explained to them that anyone of them was better off than him and more
pious" 23.
The main d i f f icu l ty of these interpretations is the authors' misreading of the
Ahadith. We will show later how various Ahadith indicate that while the
Prophet did call for people to earn their own l iv ing instead of depending on
charity, he did not advocate par t icular ly hard work, despite the fact that he
himself worked as a merchant and his disciples were involved in craft work.
On the other hand, the above Ahadith do not advocate work as Jihad. In fact,
the essence of the Prophet's statement does not directly address work.
Rather, it highlights the value he grants to self-reliance and assistance to
others, helping children, the elderly and one's family.
Similarly, one could have entirely different readings of the Prophet's Sunnah
cited above to argue that Islam regards work as a form of worship. The first
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of the above citations may be interpreted as one which underlines the
significance of cult ivating plants, agriculture and the development of the
earth (see below). The other Hadith may be read to stress the high value
attached to self-reliance and the avoidance of dependency on other people's
labour, begging or charity. Indeed, the issue of self-reliance seems
extremely important in the Prophet's tradit ion, as numerous references
address t ins issue in different contexts, a point to which we shall return later.
Several reasons may explain these misreading*. First, the authors employ a
narrow textual and literal method of interpretation. To discuss the Islamic
conceptualization of work, they have focused almost entirely on the
Qur'anic verses and Ahadith in which the word al 'amal (literally work and
action) has appeared. But in so doing they have misconceived the meaning
of the term. Most of these commentators do not d is t inguish between
different connotations at tached to the word al-'amal in the texts . Instead,
they tend to attr ibute one un ive r sa l and broad meaning to i t : work, per se.
Consequently, i t has been concluded that the Qur'an stresses "the importance
of work, involvement and personal exertion, |...| forbidding any kind of
parasitical behaviour" 24; or that it commands that "the faithful should work
righteously, gain righteously and, what is probably most important, act
r ighteously" 25. jn the Qur'an and Ahadith, however, qui te different
meanings are rendered to when referred to 'arnal.
4. The Concept of 'al-'amal' in (he Qur'an and Ahadith
The word 'amal and its derivatives in the Arabic language of early Islam had
four main denotations: (a) work, labour, job, occupation, (b) deed, action,
act iv i ty ; (c) trade, craft, handicraf t ; and (d) province, and administrat ive
district. The subject 'amil, therefore, referred to a person who laboured;
performed an action or deed; a trader or craftsman; and a governor or
viceregent. The connotation of the word 'amal in the verses cited by the
commentators on the most pan do not refer to 'work' as such, but simply to
deeds or actions such as: ass is t ing others, chas t i ty , cooperation,
perseverance, competition, etc. Inc identa l ly , both the Qur'an and the
Sunnah contain a large number of passages in which the word 'amal is used.
Al-Mu'jum al-Mufahras of the Qur'an, a detailed concordance of the Qur'an,
edited by M. F. Abdul Baqi, l i s t s some 360 verses in which the term 'amal
and its derivatives are referred to. But none ot them deals with the general
notion of work explicitly.-^ I have come across only one verse which seems
to directly refer to 'work' per se (Surah Al-Najrn: 38-40) and one verse in
which 'amal has the connotation of 'occupation' (Surah Al-Kahf: 79). In
addition, al though some thi r ty verses contain the word sa'y, only one refers
to 'striving' or labouring, the rest signifying ' e f fo r t ' , Veal' and 'activity'.
Ahadith, un l ike the Qur'an, however, contain more references to the concept
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of al-'amal as 'labour' and 'occupation'. The Al-Mu'jam al-Mufahras, alfadh
al-Hadith al-Nawahi, the monumental work of A. Y. Wensinck, contains a
collection of all the Prophet's statements which include the word 'amal and
its derivatives. This index, which is based upon nine different collections of
the Prophet's Sunnah, lists some 740 Ahadith. But only in thirty-six of them
does the word 'amal carry the connotation of 'work' and 'labour'. The rest
overwhelmingly relate to the alternative meaning, i.e. 'deed' and 'action' 27.
But what do the Qur'an and Sunnah reveal about al-'amal understood as
'work'? Mehdi Bazargan, the author of Work and Islam, believes that the
word al-'amal used in the Qur'an denotes a broad and general sense of 'work'
and "should not be at t r ibuted with any religious or spir i tual peculiarity" 28.
Thus, for him, the broad meaning of work consists of "any ac t iv i ty which is
pursued |wi th | consideration towards a defini te aim or objective" and which
involves "toil and trouble" 2y. This def ini t ion includes the work of a
labourer, a professor, a policeman, as well as that of "a man who dares to
speak out against the injustices and tyranny of his nation's king or leader" 30.
Bazargan's defini t ion of work (which he suggests to be also that of the
Qur'an) is so broad that it would include almost any activity, ranging from
playing sport, walking, f ight ing against injustices, to self-entertainment,
theft , begging and an inexhaust ib le list of activities which require energy
and p l ann ing . Clearly, work must be conceptualized in t ighter terms and
must be kept separate from general human deeds deemed as moral and
immoral, such as caring about f ami ly , he lp ing the elderly, "struggling
against in jus t i ces" or s tea l ing 'Work', in a broad sense, describes human
activit ies which are carried out in order to make a l iv ing, for the sake of
subsistence This may include wage work or self-employment, manual or
inte l lectual work ( i n c l u d i n g w r i t i n g and 'artistic ' labour), productive or
non-productive, and hard or easy work. I would suggest that this is how the
Qur'an and Ahadith conceptualize 'work'.
A Hadiili from the Prophet comments t h a t : "There are two blessings which
many people lose: [ they are] health and free time for doing good deeds." 31
Here, the Prophet e x p l i c i t l y separates the sphere of necessity in one's daily
life from the sphere of freedom, i.e. he d i s t inguishes between two kinds of
act ivi t ies . First, tha t part of one's activit ies which is necessary to satisfy
certain material daily needs, such as working to produce, earning a l iv ing for
oneself and one's dependents This is 'work' or 'labour'. The other consists
of the "non-work" activit ies which may take place, according to the Hadith,
during "free time" and which may consist of "doing good deeds". Thus, for
the Hadith, good deeds are distinguished from work as such.
The misconception and misrepresentation by the authors of the Islamic
concept of work stems largely from their methodological approach, i.e. their
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approach is entirely textual, literal and narrow. A more substantive and
holistic perspective is necessary. To explore the Islamic conceptualization
of the work ethic, stipulated in the Qur'an and Sunnah, we must not limit
ourselves to only those statements whi<?h directly relate to work. Rather, the
work ethic must be examined in the broader context, using Islamic notions
and injunctions about poverty and wealth, salvation and sin, the value of this
and the other world, accumulation and saving, self-reliance and charity, and
free wi l l and pre-destination. The combination of these ethical notions
ultimately determines a particular work ideology.
5. The Islamic Work Ethic - the Qur'an and Sunnah
The Islamic work ethic is revealed by examining both the pre-Islamic work
ethos which prevailed in Arabia and the fundamenta l moral principles of
Islam, such as the values of poverty and wealth, savings and accumulation,
beliefs relating to other-worldlmess, free wi l l and pre-destination, and
self-reliance and dependence.
5.1 Work Ethos in Pre-Islamic Arabia
Prior to the emergence of Islam in the period of Jahiliyyah, the tribes of
Arabia had different views on work. The settled Arabs were involved
primarily in four main occupations: agriculture (in Medinah), trade (in
Mecca), navigation (in the coastal region of Oman) and craftsmanship such
as carpentry and blacksmithery throughout the area. But most manual
labour was viewed wi th contempt. Navigat ion, for example, was looked
down upon by the Tamimites, "who scornfully called Azd 'sailors', because
their kindred in Oman were navigators" '2. This was part ly because the
Arabs were afraid of the sea t ( The noble Quraysh tribe, in Mecca,
despised handicraft. They also looked at the residents of Medinah, who
were involved in agriculture, wi th disgust and contempt H
On the other hand, the term al-milma, which at the time referred to 'toil' and
'labour' in general, but more specifically referred to serving others, had the
connotation of humi l i a t i on . In fact, th i s word is derived from the verb
mahana, which means to serve, to humble, to degrade and to employ for
manual work 35. Furthermore, the term mutabadhdhil, which means the one
who humil ia tes himself, "was used by Arabs as a description of him who
does his own work by his own hands" 16
In short, the Jahiliyyah Arab scorned hired and manual labour, looked down
with contempt on occupations such as agriculture, sailing and craft. It
glorified those noblemen whose position allowed them to hire others to do
their work for them and who lived without occupations. It was believed that
such people preserved their d ign i ty and did not humi l ia te themselves.
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Instead, for a noble badawi, "cattle-rearing, trading, hunt ing and robbery
|were| in his opinion the only occupations worthy of men" 37. It was within
this cultural framework that Islam emerged, and so the consequent Islamic
work e thic seemed par t ia l ly to be a reaction to the Jahiliyyah ideology of
work advocated by the noble and powerful tribes who opposed
Muhammad's message, Islam.
5.2 Poverty, Work and Accumulution
In general, both the Qur'an and Sunnah grant a higher spiritual and ethical
position to the needy (al-Masakin) and the poor (al-Fuqara) than to the rich
(al-Aghniya). The Prophet went so far as to say, when specifying about
Paradise, that it was the poor people who would constitute "the majority of
its dwellers" ™. Ethical considerations apart, some historical conditions also
played a role in determining the Prophet's position on the poor. The first
converts to Islam, his early supporters, were rootless migrants, poor men
and members of weak clans in Mecca, for whom the Prophet's message
proved a vital alternative w. The Prophet, when referring to poverty, does
not conjure up a notion of l i v ing in misery and desperation, but rather
regards it as l iving in extreme simplicity, as opposed to the prevailing luxury
and false pride - which were features of the powerful Meccan clans. This
notion perhaps exemplifies the life of the Prophet himself, who (after
marrying his rich wife, Khadijah), according to 'Aisha (his favourite wife
later in l i fe) , never saw "a roasted sheep wi th his eyes" and for months he
would take only dates and water 4(>. Yet this kind of Islamic 'asceticism'
fundamenta l ly differs from the one advocated by Protestantism. In other
words, asceticism is not encouraged essentially as a vir tue, but is simply a
consequence of a f u n d a m e n t a l ethos in Islam - its other-worldliness.
Protestantism encourages working hard, spending l i t t le and saving a great
deal - issues which the Qur'an v iew as in s ign i f i can t or mundane. The
fundamental problem of the Qur'an, rather, is concerned with spirituality and
the Hereafter.
Similar to Chr is t ian i ty , Islam, contrary to Weber's perception, is also an
other-worldly rel igion. And s imi la r to Protestantism, a notion of
pre-destination also exists in Islam: "Say, nothing shall ever befall us except
what Al lah has ordained for us" 4 1 . Numerous exp l i c i t and emphatic
statements in the Ahadith proclaim that before one is born one's destiny has
already been decided by God 42. It is even already determined who "will be
of the wretched or the blessed" 43. How then wil l this affect an individual's
actions'.' Is it expected of individuals to perform special efforts to ensure
tha t they wi l l be of the blessed? Indeed, the Prophet's companions
confronted him w i t h s imi la r questions.44 In Protestantism, as was
mentioned before, ind iv idua ls tend to remain in a state of constant
uncer ta in ty and anxiety, since they do not know if they are chosen or
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damned. In order to relieve themselves of this state of anxiety, they are
advised to perform good deeds, hard*work, be disciplined and honest.
However, Muslims do not, for the purposes of salvation, need to engage in
particularly similar efforts. "In fact, |an effort like) vowing does not prevent
anything" 45, since, in Islam, a state of uncertainty and the permanent feeling
of sin simply do not occur. Muslims are advised not to give up before their
preordained destiny. Rather, the Prophet tells them to "carry on your
deeds", "be patient and look for Allah 's reward" 46.
In short, this other-worldliness in Islam differs from Protestantism, which
features the unrepentable sin and a constant fear of damnation. In Islam,
individuals can quite easily guarantee their salvation in this world, not by
carrying out extraordinarily hard work, but simply by doing "good deeds
properly, sincerely and moderately", by worshiping Al lah and by "always"
adopting "a middle, moderate regular course whereby you wi l l reach your
target" 47. This condition seems to support Weber's view about the
s impl ic i ty of religious duties in Islam. The deeds tha t satisfy God are not
extraordinary effort and intensive work beyond the capacity of the
ind iv idua l , but consist s imply of the "most regular constant deeds, even
though they may be few" 4«. The Prophet explici t ly proclaims that:
"Religion ( I s l am) is very easy, and whoever overburdens himself in his
religion wil l not be able to continue in that way. So, you should not be
extremists. . ." 49. And he adds: "Do not take upon yourselves, except the
deeds which are wi thin your abil i ty"5 0 .
Not only does the Islamic doctrine appreciate the poor, but it deplores the
rich. "The rich are in fact poor (l i t t le rewarded) on the Day of
Resurrection..." 5 > . Love for worldly, material riches and wealth, according
to the Ahadith, results from greed, which is viewed as part of the negative
human nature which individuals must f ight against. "Wealth is (like) green
and sweet ( f rui t )" and "nothing can f i l l the belly of Adam's son except dust
(death)" 52. jn a strong tone, the Qur'an considers the "desire of increase in
worldly possessions" as "vain" and predicts that the rich "will soon come to
know how mistaken [they] are" 5'.
The notion of wealth in this context does not refer to working to achieve
comfortable and decent life. The issue relates rather to the acquisition of
wealth for the sake of itself, i.e. accumulation and savings. Accumulation
results not only from greed and a preoccupation with mundane concerns, but
it springs from and perpetuates competition for the acquisition of wealth.
Competition, according to the Prophet, preoccupies people with worldly
possessions and prevents them from involvement in good deeds for the sake
of God 54. Thus, Riba (literally 'increase', but referring to interest), a
widespread practice in pre-Islamic Arabia and among the Jews, which was a
means of accumulating wealth at the cost of the destitution of the poor, was
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strictly prohibited by the Qur'an. Riba, or "any unjustified increase of
capital for which no compensation is given" 55 js One of the gravest sins.
Practising even the least of its many forms is on a par with incest and many
other evils sometimes punishable by "Fire" 56. So, "he", the Prophet
proclaimed, "who asks people their money in order to accumulate fortune is
but asking for burning coals, so let him accumulate little or much" 57.
The rich, "the poor of Paradise", however, may repent in this world, but only
by stripping themselves of material possessions and by spending their
wealth in the form of charity to the poor. Prophet Muhammad declares that
he "would not like to have gold equal to this mountain of Uhud, unless
nothing of it, not even a single Dinar of, remains with me for more than
three days, except something which I wil l keep for repaying my debts" 58.
According to the Qur'an, prosperity lies not in those who seek material
wealth, but in "those who seek the pleasure of Allah, and it is they who will
prosper" 59, since only this brings real and eternal rewards. Thus, the Qur'an
smiles upon the wealthy when their wealth is spent for the cause of God, not
when it is amassed 6(l. This, however, differs from squandering and waste.
"Waste not by excess, for God does not like the wasters" 6'. True prosperity
comes, rather, by giving your wealth away as alms, distributing u among the
poor.
So far, Islam discourages accumulation of wealth by advocating charity and
spending on the poor as a moral duty. It similarly discourages any amassing
of wealth simply for its own sake, since at worst it is immoral and at best it
holds l i t t le significance for Muslims. Rather, for Islam the crucial concern
is the Hereafter.
If the redistribution of wealth for the cause of God in the form of charity to
the poor is a moral and religious duty, should it not imply that Islam
encourages idleness and poverty as such? Not quite . To begin with, the
Qur'an introduces harsh measures against theft as a manifestation of idleness
by ruling to "cut off the hands" of those responsible, "in retribution of their
offence as exemplary punishment from Al lah" <>2. On the other hand, while
the giving of charity by the rich is favoured, receiving it by the poor is
deplored and discouraged 63. Instead, Islam seems to advocate that an
individual 's own labour constitutes his source of livelihood. Numerous
examples in the Sunnah emphasize self-reliance, self-sufficiency and pride
in one's own work even if it yields little or involves hardship. Begging,
dependence, passivity and idleness are despised. "By God, it is better for
any one of you to collect logs of wood than ask from a rich man who may or
may not give" M. "There is no better food than that which is provided by the
work of one's own hand" 65 But what is the nature and quantity of such
work? How hard should one labour? What determines the amount of labour
one needs to spend?
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In the Islamic ethic (both the Qur'an and Sunnah), work is viewed as a
means of satisfying certain material needs and making a necessary
livelihood. Unlike Protestantism, work is by no means regarded as a moral
duty, religious practice or worship, as most Islamic commentators have
suggested. Rather, the moral duty is to generate one's own livelihood
without relying on other people. Secondly, people should labour only as
much as they need to, to satisfy their general material needs, not more, not
less. Obviously, the notion of 'needs' contains a subjective as well as an
historical element. The nature and the degree of 'needs' change in different
places and times. Yet needs perceived as 'excessive' are timelessly
addressed and limited by the Qur'an and the Sunnah, which call for
moderation and a middle course.
5.3 The Nature and Amount of Work
Perhaps as a reaction to the "false pride" of the privileged Arab clans who
despised and scorned manual work such as agriculture and handicrafts,
Muhammad particularly emphasized the importance of performing manual
labour. In a clear statement indicating his own and his companions' distance
from the prevailing work ethos, he proclaimed: "We are the people who
labour with their hands" 66. Yet an Islamic ethic does not particularly
advocate or even encourage hard work, deprivation and asceticism. As a
matter of fact, it discourages obsession with work and excessive toil, and
instead encourages leisure and good health (•">. According to a Hadith, God
will "cause humil iat ion" for those who indulge themselves too much in
work68. Indeed, life on earth does not deserve intense toil, a point the
Prophet addresses while under the toil of digging trenches in the Battle of
Al-Khandaq. He desires "the life of the Hereafter", since temporal life is
"no life worth l iving" 6y.
One of the major tenets of the Qur'an and Ahadith revolves around the view
that this present world is nothing more than an insignificant and transitory
stage in one's life. "Be in this world as if you were a stranger or a traveller,"
warned the Prophet to one of his disciples, 'Abdallah bin 'Umar 7(>. Worldly
concerns, among them temporal work, constitute only an insignificant
moment when compared with one's eternal life in the Hereafter. In a word,
indulging in unnecessary toil and amassing property simply are not worthy
of one's energy and attention. Man's desires and energies, instead, must be
directed to the other world, the eternal life of the Hereafter. Only sincere
deeds for the cause of Allah can achieve this purpose. "A (small) place," the
Prophet sums up his perception of the value of the Hereafter, "equal to an
area occupied by a whip in Paradise is better than the (whole) world and
whatever is in it; and an undertaking (journey) in the forenoon or in the
afternoon for Allah's cause is better than the whole world and whatever is in
it" 71.
To sum up, while the Islamic doctrine does not mind poverty in the sense of
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simplicity, it strongly opposes extremes such as living miserably and toiling
excessively for wealth, vanity and accumulation. Yet Muslims are required
to make their own living by working, a consequence of which is creating
wealth, i.e. use-values. How then is this to be carried out or how is wealth
to be generated?
In the words of the Qur'an, it is labour which seems to be the source of
wealth: "...[Mian will have nothing but that which he strives for" 72. Ibn
Khaldoun interprets the Qur'anic conception by stating that "the craft which
[a] man has mastered is the measure of his value, or rather the value of his
labour which is the source of his livelihood"73. The better and the more
efficiently one works, the more wealth one may generate. However, in an
Islamic ethic, the acquisition of wealth and livelihood does not justify
indulging in any kind of activity, even though it may involve "toil and
trouble" or even creativity. In Islam, work must be a moral affair.
Therefore, one may not earn a living, for instance, by way of prostitution or
Riba 74.
On the other hand, work in Islam is conceived of in terms of covering a
range of activities beyond labouring individually in one's own enterprise or
wage-labouring for others. The concept of Sa'y, or effort, includes activities
such as establishing an enterprise and employing a number of other people
to work for a wage. Consequently, ownership of the means of production,
investment and management (i.e. setting the instruments of work in motion
by hiring other labourers to work with them) is also considered to be work.
Thus, the Islamic doctrine permits the acquisition of property and wealth
through (the work of) capital investment and especially trade 7S. Prophet
Muhammad himself was, in one stage of his life, a merchant, as was his first
wife, Khadijah. Merchants generally occupy a high moral position in
Islamic doctrine. The Prophet places honest merchants in the same rank as
prophets and martyrs.
One might also strive to acquire property through trade and commerce, an
act permissible only if it is with "mutual consent" 76, with "honesty" and if
done "in a legal way" 77. Otherwise: "Whoever seeks to acquire property by
way of transgression and injustice, We shall cast him into the fire" 78. The
latter is an explicit rul ing against "unlawful" and "immoral" work and
acquisition of wealth. Yet the exact meaning of "unlawfulness" and
"immorality" remains controversial even up to this day, except where they
are explicitly stated by the Qur'an or Ahadith. It is explicitly unlawful, for
example, for "one who employs a labourer and takes full work from him,
but does not pay him for his labour"7y.
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5.4 The Basis of Social Stratification
If labour is considered to be the source of wealth and material value, then
what determines the division between people? What factor is behind the
social demarcation, stratification and the division of labour in society? Is
property a factor of social division in the Islamic doctrine? The truth is that,
because Islam is an 'other-worldly' religion, socio-economic stratification
does not have an important place in Islamic doctrine. According to the
Qur'an and Ahadith, what t ru ly divides people in society is not property,
wealth or power, but morality, the degree of piety and closeness to God. The
most honourable people, for the Qur'an, are the most pious ones; and on the
Day of Judgement: "Everyone wil l rank according to his conduct" xo. Thus,
rich and poor, propertie.4 or property-less, and employers and employees
may be considered of one and same (moral) category or class, as long as
they conduct the same kind of deeds in relation to God. In Islam, therefore,
the main l ine of demarcation is one*which divides the believers from the
non-bel ievers , al-Mu'minun from the al-Kuffar. Certain historical
circumstances also contributed to such Islamic principles. Following his
departure, in 622 AC, from Mecca, where the Prophet had faced severe
opposition from the wealthy and powerful clans, Muhammad and his
companions were able to forge a political al l iance with the rich and
powerful tribes of Medinah. Here the formation of the first Umma, or
community of Muslim believers, overrode socio-economic differences of
wealth or position in society.
Quite apart t rom the i r moral d iv i s ion in terms of being 'believers' and
'non-believers ' , the people of Prophet Muhammad ' s period were also
objectively divided in terms of wealth and power. How the Islamic doctrine
views objective realities of social and economic differences must be
addressed. Social stratification and the division of labour, in Islam, appear
to be in the natural order of things. God bestows upon individuals different
interests, talents and abili t ies; they may then pursue different occupations,
which afford them d i f f é r e n t social positions or economic status. This
God-given i n d i v i d u a l d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n serves to create the conditions for
mutual interdependence and relations. "It is We who distribute among them
(the people) the i r l ivel ihood in th i s l i t e , and We exalt some of them above
others in rank, so that they may serve each other mutual ly" « ' . It is not
believed, however, tha t God pre-determines a person's social and economic
position before bir th . Indeed, as mentioned before, the criteria for achieving
worldly rewards, one's livelihood, depends upon one's effort, or Sa'y. Rather,
the individual ' s ab i l i t ies and interests or na tura l capacity for certain work
achievements are pre ordained In short, the Qur'an and the Ahadith
perceive social strat if icat ion and the divis ion of labour in society as a direct
result of the in t r ins ic differences in people's t a l e n t s and interests , which in
the end makes for a mutua l ly beneficent and socially cohesive community
based upon in ter -dependence and social ha rmony . In t h i s sense,
economically s t ra t i f ied societies may not necessarily be characterized as




One of the most important cultural values which may influence economic
achievement, it has been suggested, is the work ethic, or the way in which
the act of working in a given culture is valued. Weber and others have
explored the impact of the Puritan work ethic on the development of
capitalism in the West. Today, many development experts point to the
particular work values of the people of south-east Asia to explain the
economic success these countries have achieved in the last decade "2. Any
theory which at t r ibutes the economic achievement (development or
under-development) in a country solely to culture, without taking into
account the equal ly urgent factors of political and international influences,
seems obviously deterministic. Yet ignoring the cu l tu ra l and ideological
side of economic performance equal ly represents a short-sighted approach.
Without in tending to evaluate the economic impact of Islam in present-day
Muslim societies, my aim has been limited to evaluating the work ethos in
Islam. Comparisons with Weber's Protestant work ethic have been included
where relevant. The two fundamenta l sources of the Islamic doctrine, the
Qur'an and the Prophet's Sunnah, have been drawn on for purposes of this
discussion. The work ethos advocated in these texts seems to be a synthesis
of the pre-Islamic values attached to labour in Arabia, as well as the
fundamental moral principles of Islam in general, i.e. values attributed to
poverty and wealth, saving and accumulation, orientation to this or the other
world, free wil l and pre-destination, and self-reliance and dependence.
Mus l ims , u n l i k e pre-Islamic nobles, the ancient Greeks and Jews, but
similar to Christians, value manual work highly. Just as in Protestantism,
Islam rejects idleness and the waste of human resources. It discourages
dependence on other people's property and views self-reliance in creating
one's livelihood as a moral duty. U n l i k e the Puritan work ethic, however,
deprivation, asceticism and hard work for the sake of itself or for amassing
wealth are rejected in Islam. Those who indulge themselves in too much
work in order to accumulate property are deplored. The economically
deprived, the poor, secure a high s ta tus in the Prophet's Sunnah and are
considered eternal ly prosperous humans . It is the rich, those who seek to
accumulate wealth for the sake of accumulation, that are the really 'poor', the
'poor of Paradise'. The rich, the accumulators of wealth, prosper only by
spending their possessions among the needy. I t is this work (of charity in
God's cause), not saving, abstinence or th r i f t , which brings about eternal
prosperity and welfare in the Hereafter.
In short, Islam encourages moderation in working as well as in generating
wealth. None of these tasks is considered a holy du ty for the sanVbf itself
or for the glory of God. Far from being a 'calling' or worship, in the Islamic
doctrine work is viewed as a mundane concern, a necessary way of fulf i l l ing
certain material and temporal needs
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Having learnt about the position of Islam on work and accumulation, it
seems that Weber's conclusion on the incompatibility of an ideal type of
capitalist rationale with Islam is quite justified, although he arrives at this
conclusion from a sl ightly different argument. The Islamic work ethic
perceived as above does not seem to serve or promote the 'spirit' of a
'rational' capitalism - one which needs hard work, discipline and
time-consciousness, as well as labourers and entrepreneurs who work with
the intent of over-satisfying their daily needs for moral, material and social
reasons. In short, the rational capitalism conceptualized by Weber is not
compatible with the 'moderation' in labour and in business ethics that the
Islamic doctrine seems to advocate.
Has this work ethic contributed to the economic ill-performance of
present-day Muslim societies? To understand this, some key questions have
to be addressed. To what extent has the Islamic work ethos been
internalised and practised by the working people and business community in
Muslim societies? Has the work ethic laid down by the Qur'an and the
Sunnah been changed and replaced by alternative values over the history of
Islam? These questions are fundamental issues of theory and policy and
require a separate treatment.
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